
Congratulaons! You are among an elite group of dedicated hunters. Your experience 
has led you to choose Dave Smith Decoys. We have found that hunters who know and 
choose the very best equipment are also more likely to put forth more effort in the way 
of scouting, hunting and calling . Also, they have a great deal of respect for landowners, 
land, wildlife and hunting ethics. 

Thank Thank you for choosing our products. At DSD our mission is to stay at the top of the 
industry in terms of quality, customer service, and most importantly, effectiveness in the 
field.

We make all of our decoys with pride in the USA! When you purchase a DSD you can 
feel good knowing that you are supporting American jobs and the US Economy.

For safety purposes, your decoy should be placed inside of the provided carry bag at all 
times during transport to and from your hunting location. 

Every turkey decoy that uses a stake has a storage hole on the underside of the decoy. 
Store the motion stake in this stake storage hole of your decoy where it will remain safe, 
quiet and with your decoy when you need it. To store your stake, slide the motion 
stoppers to one end of the stake and insert the stake from the opposite end. Slide the 
motion stake into the storage hole until it comes into contact with the opposite inner wall 
of the decoy. 

Warning: Do not use the decoy to drive the moon stake into the ground as this can damage the decoy.
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CARE & INSTRUCTIONS
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HARDWARE KIT INCLUDES

ASSEMBLY

(1) Mang Moon Jake ..............
(1) Mang Hen .....................
(1) Handle .........................
60  of Cord .........................
(1) Duo Lock Snap....................
(2) Eye Lags...........................
(1)(1) Jake Stake & Moon Stoppers.....

STEP 1: Lay the mating hen on the ground, 
roughly facing you.

STEP 2: Push or screw each eyelet into the 
ground, one just in front of, and one just behind 
the mating hen.

STEP 3:STEP 3: Lift the hen out of the way and run the 
cord through both eyelets. Replace hen, making 
sure the cord runs through the recessed trough 
on her underside

STEP 4:STEP 4: Clip Duo Lock Snap to the eyelet on the 
end of the Jakes tail feathers. Holding the handle, 
run the end of the line to your blind and make 
small quick pulls to perfectly mimic two mating 
turkeys. 

GROUND BLIND HUNTERS: Cord may create 
noise when rubbing directly against fabric.
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